
The Most Authentic Andalucia Tour - 9 Days
(#11879)

Note: Price printed on this PDF is valid until 27-04-2024 and is subject to change without notice due to Partner changes and
currency fluctuations

Trip Highlights
Madrid - Cordoba - Seville - Granada - Madrid

Detailed Itinerary

Welcome to the Capital city of Spain. Upon arrival, private transfer by a luxury car, Mercedes or Audi, with an English-

speaking driver. Accommodation in Madrid

Day 1.- MadridDay 01
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Buffet breakfast and Private sightseeing tour for 2 hr with an English-speaking driver. Meet the driver in your hotel and, by

the end of this tour, you will have gained complete vision of the city and highlights of Madrid. We will visit the façade of the

Royal Palace, the Sabatini Gardens and Campo del Moro. The church of San Francisco El Grande, the fountains of Paseo del

Prado, the Toledo Bridge, the Prado Museum, and Puerta de Alcalá are also good examples of this splendid style. We will

finish in the Austrias neighborhood, the most historic atmosphere of Madrid where you can stroll through the narrow streets

and local shops. Accommodation in Madrid.

Day 2.- MadridDay 02

Buffet breakfast and private transfer to Madrid railway station. High speed train to Cordoba where you will arrive in 2 hours.

At arrival, proceed for a private transfer to your hotel. Free day to enjoy this city that was capital of Al Andalus declared

heritage city. Afternoon, enjoy of one of the most Spanish elements and enjoy an Andalusian Horse spectacle in royal stables

of Cordoba, see horses to dance in an inescapable Spanish atmosphere.70 exciting minutes, a perfect combination of

elements of classic and connecting it with the equestrian history and tradition of our country. Accommodation in Cordoba.

Day 3. – Madrid - CordobaDay 03

Buffet breakfast, proceed for a Córdoba regular city tour with an English-speaking local guide. You will take a stroll through

the historic quarter of Cordoba to discover the splendid Mosque-Cathedral. Then, the Synagogue, the Alcazar and we will

take a stroll around the Jewish Quarter.

Afternoon private transfer to railway station and high speed train to Sevilla, where you will arrive in 30”. Private transfer to

your hotel. Accommodation in Sevilla.

Day 4. – Cordoba - SevilleDay 04

Buffet breakfast, proceed for a Sevilla regular city tour with an English-speaking local guide. Explore the icons of the city

centre, with private local guide and a walking tour around the main areas and corners of the city. Seville is the capital of

Day 5. - SevilleDay 05
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Andalusia, the city centre is a compact maze of narrow streets with a fascinating choice of places to visit. The Jewish quarter

and the Barrio Santa Cruz are buzzing. Seville still preserves the lushness and sensuality of Al-Andalus. In the end of tour,

enjoy a river cruise along Guadalquivir river, a complete different view of this city from the river. Accommodation in

Sevilla.

Buffet breakfast. With our driver-guide, enjoy a tour along route to the charming and authentic Spanish villages named

Pueblos Blancos (White Villages). Their simple whitewashed houses distinguish these small, silent and quiet hilltop towns.

Stop in Ronda, this beautiful white village has been declared a national historic site. Stop in spectacular towns of Arcos de la

Frontera and Ronda Arrival to Granada in the afternoon. Accommodation in Granada.

Day 6. – Ronda- Arcos – Ronda - GranadaDay 06

Buffet breakfast and enjoy a regular tour in Alhambra Palace & complex and Generalife. Visit Granada's UNESCO World

Heritage-listed Alhambra, one of the wonders of the world. Granada has an unmistakable Arab flavor. Its culture is a

consequence of the city’s glorious history. Alhambra, a palatine complex built around courtyards of flowering trees, pools

and fountains. The splendid Generalife summer palace and gardens are part of the complex too. Accommodation in Granada.

Day 7. – GranadaDay 07

Buffet breakfast and private transfer to railway station to take your high-speed train to Madrid. Arrival to Madrid, and

private transfer to your hotel. Accommodation in Madrid.

Day 8. – Granada - MadridDay 08

After buffet Breakfast, transfer out to the airport.

Day 9. - Depart MadridDay 09
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Inclusions
· 2 nights’ accommodation in Madrid at selected hotel category.Bed and Breakfast basis

· 1 nights’ accommodation in Córdoba at selected hotel category.Bed and Breakfast basis

· 2 nights’ accommodation in Sevilla at selected hotel category. Bed and Breakfast basis

· 2 nights’ accommodation in Granada at selected hotel category. Bed and Breakfast basis

· 1 nights’ accommodation in Madrid at selected hotel category. Bed and Breakfast basis

· Arrival and departure transfers in all cities.

· Madrid 2 hrs private sightseeing with English-speaking driver.

· Córdoba, Andalusian horse spectacle in royal stables.

· Córdoba, regular city tour (shared) with local guide and entrances to mosque and synagogue

· Sevilla, regular city tour (shared) with local guide and river cruise ticket

· Private chauffer-guide for tour with village from Sevilla to Granada

· Granada, regular tour in Alhambra Palace (shared) with local guide, entrances included.

Exclusions
. International/Domestic Air Fare

. Visas

· Highspeed train Madrid – Córdoba (one way).

· Highspeed train Córdoba - Sevilla (one way).

· Highspeed train Granada - Madrid (one way).

· City tax, direct payment to the hotel, Tips, porterage or anything not included on inclusion list.

· Prices not valid if there is a congress or important event in the city.

Note
Madrid

- 3*/ 4* Standard hotel - Ganivet 3*

- 4* / 4* Superior hotel - Sercotel Conde Duque 4*

Cordoba

- 3*/ 4* Standard hotel - NH Califa 3*

- 4* / 4* Superior hotel - H10 Colomera 4*

Sevilla
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- 3*/ 4* Standard hotel - H10 Corregidor 3*

- 4* / 4* Superior hotel - Melia Lebreros 4*

Granada

- 3*/ 4* Standard hotel - Catalonia Granada 4*

- 4* / 4* Superior hotel - Abades Recogidas 4*

Supplement high speed train Madrid–Cordoba / Cordoba–Seville /Granada–Madrid on request.

Train ticket rates are subject to change based on actual time of booking.

“ All prices are indicative and starting from prices. Final price will be available based on availability and dates of travel”.

Rates are based on minimum 02 paying pax, Solo Traveler rates available on request.

Program Touring / Guide
Private touring

Departure Period

01 Mar, 2024 to 31 Oct, 2024
3*/ 4* Standard htl

AUD 3,231 P P twin share

AUD 4,709 P P single

ON REQUEST

4* / 4* Superior htl

AUD 3,335 P P twin share

AUD 4,865 P P single

ON REQUEST
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